The Lid

Put a Lid On It

The lid. Seemingly mundane and probably the most
overlooked part of a perfume. Yet, the lid makes
a difference.

The lid is the part that crowns
the perfume bottle, in some cases quite literally. The gold lid
of Clive Christian perfumes is
shaped as the crown of Queen Victoria, reflecting on the brand’s
heritage as the perfumery the
brand took over was the only one
to be granted the image of the
monarch’s crown. No wonder that
brands use everything from gemstones like at Armani Privé and
Swarovski crystals at Roja Parfums to Nasomatto’s wooden blocks
or Penhaligon’s cute bows to decorate their bottles since an interesting and beautiful lid can
transform the simplest of flacons.
Karl Mawhinny, a perfumery specialist at Fortnum & Mason, agrees
as he recalls a perfume bottle

that really captured him – Feerie
by Van Cleef & Arpels, “It was
simply stunning, purely because of
the amazing lid design of a fairy
sitting on a tree that worked so
well with the bottle. It was so
eye-catching and it really drew
you in to try the scent.” That is
how far the importance and power
of the lid can go.
With its recently launched rebranded packaging, niche brand
Illuminum London also puts the
focus on the lid of its perfumes.
“For us the lids differentiate each line and demonstrate a
creative use of materials,” explains Holly Hutchinson, Illuminum London production manager.
The brand’s three lines are each
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Lid: Clive Christian

given a different design of the
lid, from a white ceramic circle
to a heavy copper square for the
Limited Edition, in comparison to
the old lids, “The old lids were
a stock item which was selected
and sprayed silver with our logo
printed on. The new caps [are]
individually tooled for us, meaning they are less likely to ever
be seen on another brand,” Holly
continues.

Lids: Nasomatto, Bella
Freud

The beauty is often in the details which is demonstrated on
the stoppers of a Parisian house
Parfums MDCI that next to simple
gold lids produces its perfumes
with miniature handcrafted sculptures of a woman or man, inspired
by the Renaissance and the Ancient Greek and Roman art. However, beauty is not for free, at
least not in this case. “Customers love the heads as they look so
opulent and elegant. But again,
paying an extra £90 purely for the
lid, I know some customers would
think how extortionate that was.
But when it comes to the collector of perfume bottles, the heads
would be the finishing touch to
an amazing scent,” Karl reflects,
based on his experience.
There is often meaning behind the
lid and reason why it was chosen.
Perfumer Roja Dove chose a very
opulent lid for his eponymous
brand. Dipped in 24 carat gold
and covered in Swarovski crys-
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tals, cut in the same way as the
founder’s diamond ring gifted to
him by his mother, the lid embodies luxury which Roja’s customers
are very interested in, says Josh
Carter, account manager for Roja
Parfums. But also sentiment.
The subject of luxury is a reoccurring one with perfume bottle design. Especially the lid,
as brands make it intentionally
heavy for it to seem expensive.
And for the majority of customers, expensive equals luxurious,
equals high quality equals good,
therefore desirable. “The tangibility of it [the lid] can imply what the fragrance will be
like. For me if the lid is cheap,
it implies the fragrance will
also be. Sad as that is,” adds
Josh. The same goes for aforementioned Illuminum London where the
brand changed from plastic silver
painted printed version to heavy
copper squares – for the luxurious feel.

Going back to basics, the lid is
there for practical purposes to
begin with. To secure the perfume
bottle and stop it from accidental spilling or spraying. “It’s
the part of the bottle you first
have to physically interact with
before spraying the scent,” says
Josh, which makes the interaction
symbolic and with time turns it
into a ritual. The act of taking the lid off is necessary for
us to apply a scent and should
be seamless. It shouldn’t be too
tight, nor too loose. “It’s really the idea of creating a fluid
transition in applying the scent
and making the experience easy
and carefree,” Karl sums up.
Perhaps now when you put on a
perfume, you’ll pay more attention to the feel, the texture and
the quality of the lid. It really
deserves to be acknowledged.
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